
ART SUPPLY LIST  

Most students typically have a box of supplies they use in their classroom.  These boxes will also need to be brought 

to art class due to no sharing of supplies.  When shopping for classroom supplies, you may want to purchase extra art 

supplies or know that you may need to replenish them at some point in the school year.  Below is a list of extra 

supplies your child will use in the art room all year along with the list their classroom teacher has made.  If your 

classroom teachers list has asked for 5 glue sticks, that will probably get you through for a while, but if only one was 

listed, it won’t last that long. 

NOTE:  All kids will need a supply box or zip lock baggie with name on it to carry supplies to the art room if this wasn’t 

on your classroom teachers list. 

Grades 2-6 will need a pink or block eraser, pencils and a sharpener if not on teacher list of supplies.  

Kindergarten:  (the regular classroom teacher has asked for many supplies we will use in art)  Please add a Crayola 

watercolor paint set with brush 

First Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush, small 12 count of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or 

Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand is usually cheaper.   

Second Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush, small 12 count of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or 

Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand is usually cheaper.  

Third Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush (or similar as long as not Rose Art brand), small 12 count 

of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand is 

usually cheaper.  2 Black Sharpie markers (fine or medium point), a ruler (nothing fancy) Crayola thin markers,  

Fourth Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush (or similar as long as not Rose Art brand), small 12 

count of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand 

is usually cheaper.  2 Black Sharpie markers (fine or medium point), a ruler (nothing fancy) Crayola thin markers set, 2 

glue sticks  

Fifth Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush (or similar as long as not Rose Art brand), small 12 count 

of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand is 

usually cheaper.  2 Black Sharpie markers (fine or medium point), a ruler (nothing fancy) Crayola thin markers set,  

Sixth Grade:  Crayola watercolor paint set with thicker brush (or similar as long as not Rose Art brand), small 12 count 

of oil pastels like Crayola, Sakura or Pentel brand, small box of chalk pastels (10-12 count is fine) Sargent brand is 

usually cheaper.  2 Black Sharpie markers (fine or medium point), a ruler (nothing fancy) Crayola thin markers, Elmer’s 

glue bottle and 2 glue sticks and pointed scissors 
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